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Appeal of Mary Ellen Loney to a Vehicle Abatement Order at 1636 ENGLEWOOD AVENUE.

Vehicle noted in the "Vehicle Abatement Order" is driveable and operable.  I am a household of one, and
choose not to insure two vehicles for street use as I can only drive one at a time.  Since the Volvo has
Collector Plates, per State Law, it cannot be used as my primary.  Per call to Scott (person issuing Vehicle
Abatement Order), vehicle needs air in the tires and "all will be good."  Air has been added to the tires.  I
understand I will not receive notice confirming "all is good" after Scott re-inspects the vehicle.  I will be out of
town June 20, 2013, and do not want to return to find that my operable vehicle has been removed from my
driveway, hence, I am submitting this appeal.

June 5, 2013

Scott St. Martin

STAMP shows a Vehicle Abatement Order with no vehicle information on it.  Appellant came to the office on 6-
17-13 to give us an order with the vehicle information completed.
The file indicates there was compliance by June 14.

WHEREAS, in the matter of the Appeal of Mary Ellen Loney to a Vehicle Abatement Order at 1636
ENGLEWOOD AVENUE, the Legislative Hearing Officer has reviewed the appeal and considered the
testimony of City staff and the appellant;

WHEREAS, the Legislative Hearing Officer recommends that the City Council grant the appeal as the issue
has been resolved; Now, Therefore, Be It

RESOLVED, that the Saint Paul City Council hereby accepts and adopts the Legislative Hearing Officer's
recommendation in this matter.
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